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Introduction

The electrical light system and its major component, the incandescent light bulb, were brought to market toward the end of the nineteenth century and became the cornerstone of the electrical power and electric appliance industries. Major electric appliance companies that led this development included General Electric (GE) and Westinghouse Electric in the United States, Allgemeine Elektricitäts Gessellschaft (AEG) and Siemens und Halske (Siemens) in Germany. In the Netherlands, Philips was founded in 1891 as a light bulb manufacturer. In Japan, manufacture of light bulbs began about ten years after the West. Hakunetsusha, which subsequently became Tokyo Electric Company, Ltd. (Tokyo denki kabushiki kaisha) and later Toshiba, was founded in 1890. Thus, the light bulb industry became the foundation for the development of electric appliance and electronics industries in Japan, too. Therefore the development of the light bulb industry is significant from an industrial history perspective.

In reviewing previous work related to the development of the light bulb industry in Japan, one finds numerous studies on the development of Tokyo Electric. Many studies such as those by Hasegawa Shin* and Nishimura Shigehiro focus in particular on the partnership into which Tokyo Electric entered with General Electric in 1905, its evolution over the years, and its impact on the light bulb industry. On the other hand,

2. Translator’s note: Japanese names are given family name first, according to Japanese custom, except in bibliographic citations in footnotes.

other studies focus on the light bulb industries in the 1930s. These studies focus in particular on the issues facing the small and medium enterprises in this industry.4

However, these studies have not considered directly the development process of the light bulb industry as a whole for two reasons. The first is that none has examined how Tokyo Electric has developed its business prior to the commencement of its partnership with General Electric. The second reason is that the emergence and development of other light bulb manufacturers have not been examined. Thus, this article will consider the development of the light bulb industry from the end of the 1880s to about 1907. This time period is chosen for the following reasons. The end of the Russo-Japanese War in 1905 marked a new phase of development for the light bulb industry. The end point of this time period is also marked by significant events in the development of the light bulb and electric light industries. In terms of product supply, Tokyo Electric’s development into a major business began with the investment and technology transfer agreement with General Electric that was signed in 1905. In terms of demand, the opening of Tokyo Electric Light Company’s [Tokyo dentō kaisha] Komahashi power plant in 1907 served as the starting point for the subsequent development of hydroelectric power generation and long-distance power transmission. These events aided in making electric light commonplace throughout the country.

**Development of Market for Electric Lighting and Distribution of Light Bulbs**

**Beginning of Electric Lighting**

Supply of electric power from a central power plant began in Japan in 1887 by the Tokyo Electric Light Company [Tokyo dentō kaisha],

---

founded in 1883. By the mid-1890s, major cities in Japan had an electric light company.5 Electric lights in operation increased from about 1,400 in 1887 to approximately 870,000 in 1907.6 Electric light spread further with private power generation. In 1893, approximately 48,000 electric lights were operated by power companies, while approximately 17,000 electric lights were supplied by private power generation. Many of these lights were set up by textile companies, the military, educational institutions, and mines.7

Electric light competed with other forms of modern lighting, such as kerosene lamps and gas lamps. Kerosene lamps became popular after the 1880s, first in urban areas and then in rural areas.8 Gas lighting service began prior to electric light. However, although gas and electric lighting services competed aggressively against each other in Tokyo and Yokohama, formation of gas lighting companies, in general, was not as active as that of electric lighting companies.9 Nationally, the competition between electric light and kerosene lamps was more significant.

In terms of service fees, the advantage of kerosene lamps over electric and gas lighting were obvious. In the city of Tokyo in 1900, kerosene-based street lighting cost 1.2 to 2.2 sen10 for half-night service per lamp and 1.4 to 2.4 sen per lamp for overnight service. Assuming that these fees are equivalent to per night fees, kerosene street lamps cost 36 to 72 sen per month. In comparison, gas light cost 1.44 yen per

10. Translator’s note: one sen is one-hundredth of one yen.
month, and a sixteen-candela electric light from Tokyo Electric Light Company cost 1.20 yen for half-night service and two yen for overnight service.\textsuperscript{11}

Although it was more expensive, electric light had other advantages. For example, textile companies eagerly introduced electric light in order to prevent fires during the night shift.\textsuperscript{12} Users chose electric light taking into consideration not only its cost but also other factors such as its ease of use, safety, and cleanliness.\textsuperscript{13} Electric light had advantages other than cost, and once utility rates began to come down, it spread despite its higher cost. The most important factor that made electric light easy to use was the incandescent light bulb.

**Distribution of Light Bulbs by Electric Light Companies**

The electric light companies used two systems of utilities rates: the fixed monthly fee and usage-based rate. The usage-based rate system was intended for large-scale users, and the fixed monthly fee according to brightness, e.g., one monthly fee for eight candelas, another rate for sixteen candelas, was much more commonly used. In addition to monthly usage fees, electric light companies charged the users fixture installation fees and the cost of light fixtures and light bulbs. It was common for electric light companies to purchase light bulbs from manufacturers or importers and supply them to users according to the terms of their service contracts. Around 1890, Tokyo Electric Light Company had two methods for charging its customers for their light fixtures and light bulbs: direct sales, where electrical wires, fixtures and light bulbs were sold to the customer at a fixed price, and equipment leases, where these items were leased to the customer and the customer was charged a monthly fee for their use.\textsuperscript{14}

Some electric companies employed both direct sales and leasing for

\textsuperscript{11} Anonymous, “San kaisha no tentō-sū oyobi tentō-ryō [Number of lights and lighting fees at three companies]” Denki no tomo 103 (February 1900), 106.


\textsuperscript{14} Tokyo Denryoku Kabushiki Kaisha, ed., Kantō no denki jigyō to Tokyo
fixtures and light bulbs, but by 1898, Osaka Electric Light Company [Osaka dentō kabushiki kaisha] elected to use direct sales method exclusively. Osaka Electric charged 75 sen for light bulb replacement, and in comparison to the market price of 30-50 sen for a light bulb of 5-32 candelas, this rate was quite expensive. Furthermore, Osaka Electric forbade customers from changing fixtures or light bulbs on their own, and supplied the customers with equipment that had passed their own usage tests. Thus, the electric light companies tried to control and manage which light bulbs their customers used by supplying the bulbs themselves. Given such a distribution system for light bulbs, the electric light companies were important customers for light bulb manufacturers, importers, and wholesalers.

Emergence of Light Bulb Manufacturers and the Development of Competition

Commencement of Light Bulb Manufacture

When the electric light business first began in Japan, light bulbs were imported from the West. Eventually, entrepreneurs began to experiment with domestic production of light bulbs. Fujioka Ichisuke was one of the earliest to experiment with domestic production of light bulbs. Fujioka was a leader in the establishment of the Tokyo Electric Light Company. He supported Miyoshi Shōichi, a compatriot from the same hometown, and supported Miyoshi’s attempt in the domestic production of power generators. Thus, Fujioka was a leading figure in the early development of the electric power and electric machinery industries in

---

Denryoku: Denryoku jigyō no sōshi kara Tokyo Denryoku gojū-nen e no kiseki [Electric power business in the Kanto area and Tokyo Electric Power Co.: Our history from the founding of the electric power business to the fiftieth anniversary] (Tokyo: Tokyo Denryoku Kabushiki Kaisha, 2002), 28; Tokyo Denryoku Kabushiki Kaisha, ed., Shiryō-hen [Archival records], vol. 2 of Kantō no denki jigyō to Tokyo Denryoku: Denryoku jigyō no sōshi kara Tokyo Denryoku gojū-nen e no kiseki [Archival records: Electric power business in the Kanto area and Tokyo Electric Power: Our history from the founding of the electric power business to the fiftieth anniversary] (Tokyo: Tokyo Denryoku Kabushiki Kaisha, 2002), 146-9.

Japan. Fujioka studied engineering with William Edward Ayrton at the Imperial College of Engineering [kōbu daigakkō]. Following graduation in 1881, he became an assistant professor at the Imperial College of Engineering and was later promoted to full professor. Fujioka eventually became an assistant professor at the College of Engineering at the Imperial University.

In 1884, Fujioka was sent by his employer to the electric exhibition in Philadelphia and subsequently toured around the United States studying the electric industry.16 Fujioka’s notebook from this trip includes his observations on the visit to the Edison Lamp Company, and includes notes in English and sketches on the production of filament, assembly of light bulbs, facilities, and raw materials.17

Fujioka went on another study tour of the West in 1886 when he was appointed the Chief Engineer [gishichō] at Tokyo Electric Light Company. In England, he visited the Swan United Electric Light Co., Ltd.,18 and studied glass manipulation techniques necessary for light bulb production.19 He also purchased machinery and tools for light bulb production experiments with the assistance of John Perry, a former instructor at the Imperial College of Engineering.20 Although Thomas A. Edison manufactured carbon filament with bamboo, methodology to manufacture filament using non-fibrous cellulose was subsequently developed in England. This new method enabled production of filament


17. Archival materials, Iwakuni Gakkō Kyōiku Shiryōkan [Iwakuni Archives on School Education]. Fujioka left for the United States on August 17, 1884 and returned on December 8. The notebook is undated but the notes on the visit to Edison are dated “22nd October.”


that was more consistent in quality than bamboo. Fujioka purchased machinery that enabled this method of production.

In 1888, Fujioka and Miyake Junsuke, another graduate of the College of Engineering at the Imperial University, began experimental production of light bulbs at Tokyo Electric Light Company. Although Fujioka and Miyake were unsuccessful at producing filament with cellulose, they succeeded in producing a light bulb with carbon filament from bamboo. In 1890, Hakunetsusha was established as a spin-off from Tokyo Electric Light. Hakunetsusha was capitalized at 2,000 yen, and its production involved seven or eight employees, including Fujioka and Miyake. Initially, Hakunetsusha’s products were sold exclusively to Tokyo Electric Light. The finished products were tested at Tokyo Electric Light and only those that passed were accepted.

The price of imported light bulbs was about 1.20 yen in 1887 but by 1895 it had fallen to 35-50 sen for bulbs made in Germany and 40-60 sen for bulbs made in the United States. In comparison, Hakunetsusha’s light bulbs were priced at 0.70-1.00 yen in 1890, sixty sen in 1895, and as low as 37-45 sen in 1896. Although Hakunetsusha’s light bulbs were of inferior quality and not necessarily lower in price than imports, their sales increased rapidly as the formation of new electric light companies increased and as Fujioka preached “encouragement of the use of domestically manufactured light bulbs.” Hakunetsusha entered into a long-term volume contract with Tokyo Electric Light. It is surmised that such contract was not concluded on economic calculation alone. Tokyo Electric Light’s management was sympathetic to Hakunetsusha’s efforts, and this contract required improvements in quality. Since Tokyo

22. Translator’s note: Hakunetsusha means “incandescent company.”
Electric Light performed strict tests on all light bulbs purchased, it became a highly demanding customer for Hakunetsusha. Other companies followed Hakunetsusha in attempting to manufacture light bulbs. Hirose Shin began to study light bulbs beginning in 1884, and in 1890, obtained a patent for an electric light bulb \[dentōkyū]\(^{25}\) In 1895, Hirose brought his light bulb to the Imperial Navy but was denied purchase. In 1896, Hirose was allowed to retest his light bulb with the Imperial Navy; this time the light bulb passed inspection and he received an order from the Navy\(^{26}\).

**Expansion of Light Bulb Manufacturers’ Business and Establishment of New Manufacturers**

The demand for light bulbs increased with the installation of electric lighting but imported bulbs dominated the market for light bulbs. Okura and Company [Okuragumi], which served as an agent for AEG, and the Japan office of Siemens sold light bulb manufactured in Germany, and Bagnall and Hilles, Mitsui and Company [Mitsui bussan kabushiki kaisha], and Nippon Electric Co. [Nihon denki kabushiki kaisha] and others sold American light bulbs manufactured by General Electric and others. These light bulbs were sold both directly by the importers as well as through domestic sales agents.\(^{27}\)

Domestic manufacturers expanded their business as well. In 1896, Hakunetsusha was reorganized as Tokyo Incandescent Light Bulb Manufacturing Co., Ltd. [Tokyo hakunetsu dentōkyū seisō kabushiki kaisha] with an initial capitalization of 150,000 yen. Although the
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25. “Sembai tokkyo no dentōkyū [An exclusive patent for electric light bulb]” Osaka Asahi Shimbun 3543 (December 2, 1890); 4; Tokkyo Dai-999-go Metsai-sho [Details of PatentNo. 999]

26. Advertisement, Denki no tomo 66 (January 1897); (23); Denki no tomo 69 (April 1897); 185.

senior management of the company subscribed to the majority of the shares, many affiliated with electric light companies also became shareholders of this new company. In particular, those affiliated with Tokyo Electric Light subscribed to ten to fifteen per cent of the shares. By the second half of 1898, a new factory began operation. In 1899, the company’s name was changed to Tokyo Electric Co., Ltd. [Tokyo denki kabushiki kaisha]. In the same year, Shinjō Yoshio, a graduate of the College of Science of Tokyo Imperial University, became its Chief Engineer. Furthermore, to improve the technology and to perform scientific studies on the products, a laboratory was established within the factory premises.

By 1907, at least thirty manufacturers had been founded. Many of these companies were small operations with ten to twenty workers, and many also operated businesses in electrical appliance manufacturing and/or sales. Some of these companies were founded by those who had left Tokyo Electric. For example, Namba Mamoru of Nishiki Shōkai was a former worker at Hakunetsusha and a 1898 graduate of the electrical engineering program at [kōshū gakkō]. In 1907, Namba obtained a patent for the repair of old light bulbs jointly with Takeda Toshikuma, a former auditor at Tokyo Electric. Another example of a former Tokyo Electric worker who established his own business was Onda Shinjirō, who founded Onda Light Bulb [Onda denkyū]. Workers at other existing manufacturers became involved in the founding of new companies or in leaving and joining another company. For example, workers at Onda Light Bulb later split into two groups: one established Kōtō Light Bulb [Kōtō denkyū] and the other established Ishii Light Bulb Manufacturing [Ishii denkyū seijo].

Knowledge of light bulb manufacture most likely spread with the movement of engineers and workers but publications in Western
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languages, articles in journals and magazines such as *Denki no Tomo* and *Denki Gakkai Zasshi* and translations from Western languages also served as sources of information. The spread of education in industrial engineering also played an important role. The senior management and engineers at light bulb manufacturers included graduates of the Tokyo Imperial University, the Tokyo College of Technology [Tokyo kōgyō gakkō] and the Technical School [kōshū gakko].

Industries related to light bulbs began to develop as well. Iwaki Glass [Iwaki Garasu], headed by Iwaki Takijirō, supplied glass parts to Hakunetsusha. As for the manufacture of metal lamp base, it is said that Ōrui Uichirō was the first to refurbish lamp base from used light bulbs and supply them to Hakunetsusha. Manufacturers of new and refurbished lamp base appeared in Osaka as well. Imported parts were also used. For example, Onda Light Bulbs manufactured bulbs using filaments manufactured in France.


31. Translator’s note: *Denki no tomo* translates roughly as Electricity Companion.
32. Translator’s note: *Denki gakkai zasshi* is the Journal of the Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan.
33. See, for example, Anonymous, “Hakunetsu dentō seizō [How to manufacture incandescent light bulb]” *Denki no tomo* 30 (January 1894): 15-7; Nakahara Iwasaburō, “Hakunetsutsu [Incandescent light],” *Denki gakkai zasshi [Journal of the Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan]* 67 (February 1894): 150-5. The latter is a translation from The Electrician.
37. Advertisement, *Denki no tomo* 181 (August 1906): (39); 195 (October 1907): (63); 198 (January 1908): (32).
In the United States, the establishment of light bulb factory was easy with a small amount of capital and an engineer with the knowledge of bulb manufacturing process;\textsuperscript{38} it is possible to make a similar observation about in Japan. The transfer of engineers and workers from one company to another, the spread of industrial arts education, information dissemination through magazine articles, the development of related industries, and the use of imported parts all made the entry into the business accessible.

**Competition between Domestic Manufacturers and Imports**

The market for electric light bulbs in Japan around 1903 can be characterized as follows: the total demand was 1.5 million bulbs; imported bulbs comprised seventy per cent of the market share, Tokyo Electric’s products had about twenty per cent of the market, and the remaining domestic manufacturers had the remaining ten per cent of the market.\textsuperscript{39} On the other hand, Shinjō Yoshio of Tokyo Electric stated that their company had sold approximately 200,000 bulbs out of the 1.5 million in demand.\textsuperscript{40} Thus, Tokyo Electric’s share of the light bulb market was between ten and twenty per cent. The dominance of imports in the Japanese light bulb market was clear, but it should also be noted that Tokyo Electric’s annual sales volume between 1896 and 1904 was roughly equivalent to those of imports from Germany and greater than those from the United States until 1904. As shown in Table 1, in the Japanese light bulb market at the turn of the twentieth century, the products of Tokyo Electric and Germany dominated the market, while the American light bulbs had slowly increased its share of the market.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{38} Bright, *op. cit.*, 78-9.
  \item \textsuperscript{39} Kinoshita and Kōno, *op. cit.* 232.
  \item \textsuperscript{40} Yoshio Shinjō, “Denki kikai seisakugyō no hattatsu (2) [The development of the electrical machinery manufacturing industry, part 2],” *Tōyō keizai shimpō* 281 (September 25, 1903): 1274.
\end{itemize}
Around the same time, competition among manufacturers increased dramatically in the West, especially in continental Europe. In the United States, by 1896, an oligopoly was established with General Electric as its central player, and the price of light bulbs was maintained at around 17 cents (approximately 34 sen). However, in continental Europe, competition became fierce and many manufacturers were at the brink of failure. In 1903, an international cartel on carbon filament light bulbs, Verkaufsstelle Vereinigter Glühlampenfabriken GmbH was established, but even its basic price was 50 pfennig (approximately 25 sen), or lower than the American price. In Europe, retail sales to consumers amounted to the majority of the sales. Because the consumers did not have the capacity to test products for quality, they used price as an important selection criterion. As competition became fierce, manufacturers became lax in quality control, leading to problems with consumers.

These developments in the markets in the West also influenced the Japanese market. Between 1901 and 1902, German light bulbs were sold in Japan at a dumping price of 17 to 18 sen. To compete with these

41. Bright, op. cit., 84, 88-9, 103-4, and 151. Independent manufacturers, which amounted to about seven per cent of the market, sold their bulbs at 11 cents.

German light bulbs, Tokyo Electric sold its bulbs between 25 to 30 sen during 1899 and 1900, and by the end of 1901, at 18 sen, below its cost of production. On the other hand, American manufacturers such as General Electric began to sell high quality bulbs at relatively high prices around 34 to 35 sen and began to expand their customer base.\textsuperscript{43} Bagnall and Hilles, which imported GE bulbs to Japan, also dealt in Tokyo Electric bulbs.\textsuperscript{44} Competition against these high quality-high price products increased as well.

In contrast, some Japanese manufacturers sold their products at prices lower than the German imports or Tokyo Electric’s products. These light bulbs had lower levels of vacuum inside the bulbs and thus lower in quality, but they were sold at approximately half the price of the imports.\textsuperscript{45} This practice is apparent in Shinjō Yoshio’s speech given to the Institute of Electrical Engineers of Japan in 1905. In a debate with Katōgi Shigenori, the head of Den’yūsha and the publisher of \textit{Denki no Tomo}, Shinjō stated the following. In response to Katōgi, who argued,

While your company may be a major company … your prices are too high. … Why don’t you make them cheaper? … That’s why people say that imports are better.

Shinjō responded as follows:

As an engineer, the issue is uniformity. If we wanted to make the bulb cheaply—for example, in Tokyo, there are some who sell them for fifteen or twenty sen—it’s possible to do so. … If we didn’t pay attention to the placement of bolts, or how vacuum is created, it can be done.\textsuperscript{46}

According to Shinjō, because Tokyo Electric paid attention to product quality and uniformity, the cost necessarily became higher. Tokyo Electric decided that “if the products truly did not get better, it would not be able to chase the Germany products away,”\textsuperscript{47} and chose to

\textsuperscript{43} Yasui, \textit{op. cit.}, 66-7, 74-5, and 86-7.
\textsuperscript{44} \textit{Tokyo Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Jigyō hōkokusho} [Semiannual report], 1902.
\textsuperscript{46} Yoshio Shinjō, “Hakunetsu dentōkyū ni tsuite [On incandescent light bulbs],” \textit{Denki gakkai zasshi} 207 (October 1905): 752-3.
pursue a high quality strategy rather than the low price strategy.

Tokyo Electric’s Growth and Its Limitations

Formation of Mass Production Technology

Light bulbs are mass produced items according to specifications such as voltage, brightness, and power consumption; therefore, maintaining uniformity and interchangeability is of paramount importance. For Tokyo Electric, development of mass production technology was an important issue. In 1900, Tokyo Electric succeeded in the mass production of cellulose filament, which was more uniform than carbon filament made from bamboo. In this production method, cotton was dissolved in a solution of zinc chloride and formed into a thread by “pushing it through a small hole.” Then, this thread was wrapped around a mold and baked to make the filament. Then a process called flashing followed: when the filament is placed in a hydrocarbon gas vaporized from volatile oils and electrical current is run through it, carbon that decomposes from the volatile oils deposits on the surface of the filament. This process makes the whole filament “uniform.” However, the mass production of uniform filament was difficult. For example, in flashing the voltage of electricity applied to the filament must be uniform but this was next to impossible in mass production, since even 0.1 second difference in duration of electricity application led to differences in the final product.

Tokyo Electric also made plans to produce glass bulbs and metal lamp base domestically in order to reduce production cost. In 1902, Tokyo Electric ordered a machine for making lamp base from the United States and opened a factory. Glass bulbs were purchased from Iwaki Glass [Iwaki garasu] but its share of the production cost was substantial and Iwaki Glass was unable to respond to Tokyo Electric’s demands on quality and bulb shape. Thus, in 1902, Tokyo Electric began experimental production of its own glass bulbs.
In assembling the light bulb, the process of pumping air out of the bulb is extremely important. In this process, air is first pumped out with a vacuum pump; then phosphorus is inserted into the bulb and combined with oxygen inside the bulb to increase the level of vacuum. The second part of this process is called the Malignani method, and this was introduced at Tokyo Electric in 1899. Shinjō commented about this method that the “mixture of chemicals was a type of secret” and although he did not know what the precise formula was in the West, he had “conducted numerous experiments, and finally devised a formula” that allowed him to implement this method and obtain good results. It is surmised that Tokyo Electric, while imitating Western technology, invented its own chemical formulae that allowed them to obtain a high level of vacuum. Furthermore, in 1900, a new vacuum pump from England was installed in the factory.

Tokyo Electric increased its production volume and productivity by developing mass production technology, investing in its facilities and equipment, and hiring more workers. After 1899, when the new factory went into operation and a new vacuum method was implemented, Tokyo Electric’s production volume and productivity increased substantially. Production volume increased from 58,000 units in 1898 to 137,000 units in 1899. Daily production increased from 252 units in 1896 to 457 in 1899 and 982 in 1903. Per unit manufacturing cost fell from 26 sen in 1896 to 17 sen in 1899. Around 1890, Philips had conceived of a factory capacity with least production cost at 1,000 units per day. Only ten years later, Tokyo Electric had reached a similar level with its production.

50. Yasui, op. cit., 57-8, 75-8, and 336-7.  
52. Yasui, op. cit., 60-1; Shinjō, op. cit., 739.  
53. Shinjō, “Denki kikai,” 1275. Another advantage of the Malignani method was that the duration of the vacuum process was shortened. See Heerding, op. cit., vol. 2, 61-3.  
55. Tokyo Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Jigyō hōkokashō [Semiannual report], first half of 1896 to second half of 1904. In 1899, the total cost per unit (sum of manufacturing cost, sales cost, and overhead) was 24 sen, and the average sales price was 28 sen.  
Sales to Electric Light Companies

As discussed in the previous section, Tokyo Electric developed a mass production system for a uniform electric light bulb, but uniformity was not the only relevant factor. For the incandescent light bulb, efficiency (as measured by watts per candelas) is inversely related to its expected life span, and the balance between these two opposing factors is an important component of product quality.\(^{57}\) When electricity was sold at a flat monthly rate a highly efficient light bulb was more advantageous to the electric light company,\(^{58}\) since they were able to light more bulbs with the same amount of electric power. In reality, some electric light companies did not pay attention to light bulb specifications or quality, and purchased bulbs of low efficiency or low quality by selecting on the basis of life span or price; however, such decision eventually turned out not to be economical.\(^{59}\)

There was a reason, however, that electric light companies paid close attention to longevity of the bulbs. Most electric light bulb companies leased equipment including light bulbs to their customers and received a monthly usage fee. Using this method, when the cumulative usage fee over the life of a light bulb exceeds the purchase cost of the bulb, the electric light company generates a profit, and when the cumulative usage fee is below the purchase price, a loss. Therefore, from the perspective of purchase cost and income from lease payments, a light bulb with a long life span is advantageous to the electric light company. Even at electric light companies that employed the direct sales method, some refused to replace a light bulb if it failed shortly after replacement.\(^{60}\) It is surmised that many electric light companies did not like the frequent exchanges of light bulbs and thereby emphasized life span over efficiency of the light bulb. Shinjō commented as follows:

If we ask the electric light companies, they tell us that they prefer

---

to get light bulbs with a long life span, even if it uses a little more electric power.61

He stated further that while American products had the average efficiency of 3.1 watts/candela, Tokyo Electric strove to achieve the standard of 3.8 watts/candela.62 To meet the demand of electric light companies that preferred longevity, Tokyo Electric produced light bulbs that were less efficient but provided a longer life span.

Tokyo Electric also recognized that the real operating voltage of electric light companies varied widely. Shinjō commented that even though the nominal voltage of the electric power line from the electric light company was 100 volts, there were differences in real voltage from one company to the next. Despite these differences, all electric light companies ordered light bulbs for 100 volts. If the light bulb companies sold the same bulbs to all of these companies without regard to the differences in real voltage, the light bulb company would fail. To combat such problems, Tokyo Electric collected data on the real voltage of various electric light companies and sold them light bulbs that were appropriate for each.63

Thus, Tokyo Electric expanded its market by supplying light bulbs that met the preferences for longevity by the electric light companies and the variation in operation among different electric light companies. In the process of technology development, the level of quality control improved and the production and selection of light bulbs with specific efficiency and life span became possible. In addition, Tokyo Electric collected data on operation of electric light companies as they expanded their customer base. And by aligning its sales and production, Tokyo Electric was able to supply products that met the operating conditions of electric light companies. Although AEG’s product line included a great variety in brightness, voltage and efficiency, its Japanese agent, Okura and Company, only dealt in light bulbs for 100/110 volts with efficiency

62. Ibid. General Electric produced light bulbs with three levels of efficiency: 3.1 watts/candela for electric light companies in large urban areas with good voltage control; 3.5 watts/candela for small-scale electric light companies, and 4 watts/candela for customers with private power generation whose voltage varied widely. Shinjō’s comment was with respect to the light bulb with the highest efficiency.
63. Ibid., 743.
rating of 3.5 watts/candela. In other words, the light bulbs imported by Okura and Company were limited to a very narrow set of specifications and could not meet the wide variation in operating conditions of Japanese electric light companies. In contrast, Tokyo Electric was able to expand its market by supplying high quality bulbs and by closely aligning its sales and production.

Such alignment of sales and production at Tokyo Electric was similar to the process that took place at General Electric. GE produced three types of light bulbs at different efficiency ratings and sold them according to the operating conditions of electric light companies. Furthermore, the manufacturing process at that time was able to produce light bulbs that met the brightness specification at a given voltage only about 25 per cent of the time. As a result, GE made different light companies operate at different voltages and tried to match the appropriate light bulbs to each company. Tokyo Electric also responded to the limitations of its manufacturing technology and the conditions of the Japanese market, and in order to supply high quality light bulbs, came to take a strategy analogous to GE.

Relationships with Electric Light Companies

One informative case study of the relationship between Tokyo Electric and its electric light company customers is the relationship between Shinjō Yoshio and Ueno Kichijirō, the General Manager of Yokohama Mutual Electric Light Company [Yokohama kyōdō dentō kabushiki kaisha]. Yokohama Mutual was the third largest electric light company in Japan in terms of the number of lamps installed, and an important customer of Tokyo Electric. Ueno was also an acquaintance of Fujioka Ichisuke and a shareholder of Tokyo Electric. According to a biography of Ueno, his relationship with Shinjō was as follows:

Mr. Shinjō at Tokyo Electric became quite indebted to Mr. Ueno, … but in the beginning, he was brushed aside and ignored…. But, … no matter how many times he was turned away, he came back asking again and again to have his light bulb tested…. Mr.

---

64. Advertisement, Denki no tomo 143 (June 1903): (1)-(2).
66. Shinjō’s speech for the Institute of Electrical Engineers [Denki gakkai] given in
Ueno was finally moved by Mr. Shinjō’s energy and put up his light bulbs in the red light district... but they just went out and out.... But Mr. Shinjō never gave up, and came back again and again with improved ones. But the Japanese light bulbs back then were of such bad quality that filaments broke, and the glass broke.... “There’s no way something like this would work—make one with a filament that doesn’t break so much,” he was scolded, and Mr. Shinjō worked and worked on improvements.... Mr. Ueno was so impressed with Mr. Shinjō’s energy that he told him in all seriousness, “Since your light bulbs are so useless, why don’t you go abroad and study them?” A bit later, Mr. Shinjō was to go to the United States, and after he went, a partnership agreement was concluded with GE....

One might infer from the above quotation that Tokyo Electric’s products were of such poor quality that any discussion of trade-offs between efficiency and life span was moot, but preventing filament breakage was a most important issue. In order to supply light bulbs that met the demands of the electric light companies, Tokyo Electric maintained relationships with key contact persons at these companies, collected information, and made improvements to its products. In some cases, they were able to receive orders because of their energy and passion.

May 1905, a transcript of which was published in the Institute’s journal (see Shinjō, “Hakunetsu dentōkyū,” op. cit.), took place after Tokyo Electric concluded its partnership agreement with General Electric. Shinjō had visited the United States in August 1904, and it is possible that while a formal agreement with GE and official technology transfer may not have taken place, informal exchange of information may have occurred, and such information may have been included in his speech. However, Tokyo Electric’s choice of low efficiency was a response to electric light companies’ preference for bulb longevity, and the data collected by Tokyo Electric could only be obtained through long-term continuous contact with its customers. Thus, although analogous in form with GE’s strategy, Tokyo Electric achieved its strategy of alignment between sales and production in response to the limitations of its own manufacturing technology and conditions of the domestic market rather than through explicit information exchange with General Electric.

Financial Outlook

Tokyo Electric expanded its customer base by supplying light bulbs that met the preferences for long life span of electric light companies and the variation in operating conditions among electric light companies, in addition to cost reduction and quality improvement that resulted from the implementation of new mass production technology. Between 1900 and 1902, Tokyo Electric’s customer list included sixty electric light and electric railroad companies. The number of lamps installed by these companies totaled approximately 290,000. The national total was approximately 330,000, so Tokyo Electric had a business relationship with the vast majority of electric light companies in Japan.68

Tokyo Electric’s assets increased from approximately 38,000 yen in 1896 to approximately 267,000 yen in 1904. It continuously invested in its facilities and equipment and expanded its production capacity. Capital for equipment and operation was obtained through the payment on stock shares by shareholders.69 However, uncollected debt and unsold inventory accumulated gradually. After 1899, inventory increased substantially, and by 1903, it reached approximately 75,000 yen, compared to its gross sales of 41,000 yen. In addition, the ratio of debt, such as payable and overdue bills, increased. In fiscal year 1899, Tokyo Electric’s balance sheet showed total assets of 126,000 yen, with 109,000 yen of debt and 99,000 yen of capital. However, by the second half of fiscal year 1904, the balance sheet showed total assets of 267,000 yen with 109,000 yen in debt and 158,000 yen in capital. With the increase in the values of inventory and debt, the financial health of the company had deteriorated considerably.70

Tokyo Electric’s profitability was low. Following the opening of its new factory in 1898, its return on assets and asset turnover were highest

---

69. Translator’s note: Joint stock companies in the Meiji period could be established with as little as one quarter of its nominal capital actually paid to the company by shareholders. Subsequent payments on the shares were determined by a vote of the shareholders.
70. Tokyo Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Jigyō hōkokusho [Annual report], 1896-1904.
in 1899 at 6.4 per cent and 0.6, respectively; they were especially low in 1903, when competition against imported light bulbs became particularly fierce. However, operating margin (return on sales) was relatively high, as Tokyo Electric made profit on the sales of light bulbs. However, the fact that return on assets was comparatively low and that inventory had increased indicates that Tokyo Electric was not successful in expanding its market that corresponded to its expansion of production capacity. (See Table 2 for more details.) In other words, Tokyo Electric’s strategy to pursue high quality did not immediately result in better financial outlook for the company.

From late 1903 to 1904, conditions favorable to Tokyo Electric developed. At the end of 1903, a price agreement was concluded between Tokyo Electric, Okura and Company, and Siemens at 25 to 30 sen per unit. Following the start of the Russo-Japanese War in 1904, shortage in the supply of imported light bulbs resulted from a ten percentage-point increase in import tariffs, shortage of commercial ships, and the rise in shipping charges. In fact, the number of imports

### Table 2: Tokyo Electric’s Profitability, 1896-1904

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Assets (yen)</th>
<th>Total Sales (yen)</th>
<th>Net Profits (%)</th>
<th>Return on Assets (%)</th>
<th>Asset Turnover Ratio</th>
<th>Return on Sales(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>48,453</td>
<td>18,173</td>
<td>3,641</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1897</td>
<td>76,906</td>
<td>26,444</td>
<td>6,751</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>25.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1898</td>
<td>97,286</td>
<td>24,801</td>
<td>2,638</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>126,478</td>
<td>69,381</td>
<td>7,120</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>193,294</td>
<td>47,515</td>
<td>8,453</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>17.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901</td>
<td>232,812</td>
<td>52,992</td>
<td>9,283</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>17.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1902</td>
<td>247,315</td>
<td>53,885</td>
<td>8,436</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>15.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1903</td>
<td>257,768</td>
<td>40,996</td>
<td>-7,773</td>
<td>-3.1%</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-19.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1904</td>
<td>261,498</td>
<td>69,410</td>
<td>8,795</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: In addition to light bulb sales, total sales for 1899-1901 includes income from electric subcontracting fees and sales of machinery and parts.

71. Tokyo Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, Jigyō hōkokusho [Semiannual report], first half of 1904. According to the Ministry of Finance, import tariffs on electric light apparatus and parts were 10 per cent and lamps, lanterns and parts were 20 per cent according to the 1899 Tariff Rate Law [kanzei teiritsu hō]. In 1904, the second extraordinary tariffs following the start of the Russo-Japanese War raised these rates to 15 per cent and 30 per cent, respectively. See Ōkura [Ministry of Finance], ed., Meiji taishō zaiseishi [Meiji and Taishō fiscal history], vol. 8 (Tokyo: Zaisei Keizai Gakkai, 1938), 173-210.
from Germany decreased. However, the impact of revisions in tariffs and the war was limited, because imports from the United States increased. Tokyo Electric’s total sales increased to 69,000 yen (see Table 1), but a proposal to increase capital domestically did not pass at its shareholders’ meeting. Thus, Tokyo Electric was forced to enter into a partnership agreement with General Electric for its survival and development.\footnote{Yasui, \textit{op. cit.}, 94-5.}

\textbf{Structure of the Market and the Shape of the Industry}

The main customers of the light bulb manufacturers were large-scale organizations such as electric light companies and institutions with internal power generation. These large-scale customers possessed some capacity to perform tests; thus, in dealing with these customers, poor quality products were identified and eliminated, and these customers were able to pressure the bulb manufacturers to improve their product quality. At the same time, in large volume transactions, if the manufacturer was able to supply good quality products consistently, somewhat higher price levels were tolerated. Tokyo Electric responded to these pressures from the customers and expanded their customer base by developing close alignment between sales and manufacturing and supplying products that met the quality and specification consistent with the customers’ preferences for bulb longevity and their operational conditions.

However, the testing capacity of electric light companies and other large-scale users was limited and quite varied, and their purchasing methods varied substantially as well. Even at one of the most important large-scale customers, the Imperial Navy, its tests could not eliminate all of the products that did not meet its quality standards.\footnote{Shigeyo Tada, “Wagakuni denki gyōsha no hansei wo unagasu [Calling our country’s electric industrialists to reflect],” \textit{Denki no tomo} 201 (February 15, 1908): 294-8.} Also, as mentioned previously, some electric light companies did not study light bulb specifications or quality and attempted to purchase at least cost light bulbs with the longest life span without regard to efficiency. The existence of such customers made easier the entry and survival of domestic manufacturers, including those of poor quality bulbs.
Light bulbs were sold through multiple, complex channels. Not only were they sold directly from manufacturers or importers to electric light companies but also through multiple layers of domestic wholesalers and retailers of electric appliances. For example, among Tokyo Electric’s customers around 1902 were electric light companies, international trade agents as well as electric appliance retailers and electric contractors.\textsuperscript{74} The light bulb manufacturers sought to expand their sales by selling not only to their large-scale customers but also to these wholesalers and agents. Furthermore, some manufacturers and import agents even ventured into retail sales. Some light bulb manufacturers also developed a second line of business in electrical appliance sales. Hakunetsusha, for example, sold light bulbs retails to individuals living near its factory.\textsuperscript{75}

The development of the retail market can be inferred also from the fact that electricity theft increased substantially. Electricity theft in this context involves the customer changing the light bulb to one with higher brightness than contracted with the electric light company without the company’s knowledge. Such theft began in large cities such as Tokyo and Yokohama and by 1909 it was beginning to increase in other areas as well. Such increase implies the development of a retail market for light bulbs. Individual customers, unlike the large-scale customers, do not have a sophisticated testing capacity, and rely strongly on price as an indicator. Thus, the retail market was a customer base that light bulb manufacturers, including those of poor quality, could develop further.\textsuperscript{76}

The structure of the light bulb market around 1900 enabled high quality, high price manufacturers such as Tokyo Electric to survive while also enabling small manufacturers a chance to develop their own niche. The Japanese light bulb industry developed a multi-layered structure, with Tokyo Electric competing against the imports to develop into a premier manufacturer, while smaller manufacturers also began to increase in number.

\textsuperscript{74} Tokyo Denki Kabushiki Kaisha, \textit{Jigyō hōkokusho [Annual report]}, 1902. 
\textsuperscript{75} Yasui, \textit{op. cit.}, 17. 
\textsuperscript{76} Anonymous, “Iwayuru denryoku tōyō,” \textit{op. cit.}
Summary

The development of the light bulb industry began in Japan slightly later than in the West, but by 1890, domestic manufacturers such as Hakunetsusha began to develop. As in the United States, barriers to entry in terms of capital and technology were relatively low. The movement of engineers and workers across manufacturers, the spread of industrial engineering education, the publication of trade magazines, the development of related industries, and the import of parts all contributed positively to the development of the industry.

The major customers of the light bulb manufacturers were large-scale customers such as electric light companies. In dealing with large-scale customers with a capacity for product testing, mass production of light bulbs with uniform quality was paramount. Electric light companies tended to emphasize light bulb longevity in product selection. Moreover, electric light companies operated at different operational voltages even when nominally at the same voltage. Tokyo Electric developed mass production techniques and collected data on the operational conditions of various electric light companies, and expanded their market by supplying light bulbs that met the unique operational conditions of each electric light company and by meeting their preference for bulb longevity. At the same time, Tokyo Electric responded to the decline in light bulb prices while maintaining high quality, thereby increasing its market share. However, Tokyo Electric was unable to develop a market that corresponded to its increased production capacity, and its financial condition worsened. In other words, Tokyo Electric’s high quality strategy did not immediately lead to an improvement in profitability.

Despite its financial difficulties, Tokyo Electric managed to secure its place in the market; at the same time, smaller scale domestic manufacturers increased. The limitations on product testing capacity on the part of large-scale consumers, the variation in their purchasing practices, the existence of intermediaries in the distribution of light bulbs, and the development of a retail light bulb market all contributed to the entry of small scale manufacturers, including those of poor quality products. The Japanese light bulb industry developed a multi-layered structure, with Tokyo Electric competing against imports and
developing into a major manufacturer, while smaller manufacturers slowly increased.
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